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Head back to the late s and especially the s. They were ridiculously outpaced by their Original Six
counterparts. The Red Wings made some real bonehead moves back then. Most notably they alienated a young
Marcel Dionne and later let him get away. Another young star they chased out of town was Garry Unger, all
because of his hair. In the Wings had an old school coach named Ned Harkness. Harkness and Unger clashed
almost immediately. Unger, who scored 42 goals as a sophomore in , had a somewhat misplaced reputation as
a playboy. He was good looking with rosy cheeks, and he wore colorful clothes. His signature had to be his
shoulder length blonde hair. He was known to use a hair dryer as much as a hockey blade torch. And hey it
must have worked, as he was dating Miss America in It may have been the 70s, but Harkness would have
none of this. He ordered all of his players to get crew-cuts. Louis in exchange for expansion scoring star Red
Berenson. It turned out to be a terrible trade for the Wings. Berenson had a couple of solid seasons in Detroit,
but he was near the end. In each of his 8 seasons as Mr. Blue he scored at least 30 goals. Year-in and year-out
he would lead the Blues in most offensive categories. Of course Unger also became known as Mr. Unger
never missed a game until December 22, , then playing with the Atlanta Flames. The ironman record has since
been upped to games by Doug Jarvis. Unger loved the horses and the outdoors. Instead of partying in the city
for a night on the town, he spent more of his free time dirt biking, mountain climbing and water skiing. Unger
always remained a free spirit. One off-season he decided to drive cross-country in a convertible with the top
down. Even when he hit heavy rains he would keep the rag top collapsed, claiming "it gave me a sense of
accomplishment. But he was never the most likely candidate to become a hockey star. His father, a member of
the Canadian Army, build a rink in the backyard of the family home in Edmonton. Undaunted, Garry painted
them back and taught himself to skate. He would move to southern Ontario and play with the London
Nationals. Garry barely had a chance to play for the Leafs. Garry Unger moved to Detroit where his famous
battle over his hair would be waged. Towards the end of his career he came to realize that perhaps success
came too early in Detroit, and that the best thing that ever happened to him was the trade to St. Louis where he
would escape the limelight somewhat and mature as a person and a player. Unger finished his career with parts
of three seasons in his hometown of Edmonton. Unger retired from the NHL in He played in games, scored
goals, assists and total points. He would briefly come out of retirement and play in Great Britain later in the s.
His playboy lifestyle well behind him, he became quite religious while spending much of his post-playing
days riding buses and coaching the low minor leagues. Posted by Joe Pelletier at
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December 05, Garry Unger It may be hard to believe nowadays, but there was a time when the Detroit Red
Wings were the weakest of the weak in hockey. Head back to the late s and especially the s. They were
ridiculously outpaced by their Original Six counterparts. The Red Wings made some real bonehead moves
back then. Most notably they alienated a young Marcel Dionne and later let him get away. Another young star
they chased out of town was Garry Unger, all because of his hair. In the Wings had an old school coach named
Ned Harkness. Harkness and Unger clashed almost immediately. Unger, who scored 42 goals as a sophomore
in , had a somewhat misplaced reputation as a playboy. He was good looking with rosy cheeks, and he wore
colorful clothes. His signature had to be his shoulder length blonde hair. He was known to use a hair dryer as
much as a hockey blade torch. And hey it must have worked, as he was dating Miss America in It may have
been the 70s, but Harkness would have none of this. He ordered all of his players to get crew-cuts. Louis in
exchange for expansion scoring star Red Berenson. It turned out to be a terrible trade for the Wings. Berenson
had a couple of solid seasons in Detroit, but he was near the end. In each of his 8 seasons as Mr. Blue he
scored at least 30 goals. Year-in and year-out he would lead the Blues in most offensive categories. Of course
Unger also became known as Mr. Unger never missed a game until December 22, , then playing with the
Atlanta Flames. The ironman record has since been upped to games by Doug Jarvis. Unger loved the horses
and the outdoors. Instead of partying in the city for a night on the town, he spent more of his free time dirt
biking, mountain climbing and water skiing. Unger always remained a free spirit. One off-season he decided
to drive cross-country in a convertible with the top down. Even when he hit heavy rains he would keep the rag
top collapsed, claiming "it gave me a sense of accomplishment. But he was never the most likely candidate to
become a hockey star. His father, a member of the Canadian Army, build a rink in the backyard of the family
home in Edmonton. Undaunted, Garry painted them back and taught himself to skate. He would move to
southern Ontario and play with the London Nationals. Garry barely had a chance to play for the Leafs. Garry
Unger moved to Detroit where his famous battle over his hair would be waged. Towards the end of his career
he came to realize that perhaps success came too early in Detroit, and that the best thing that ever happened to
him was the trade to St. Louis where he would escape the limelight somewhat and mature as a person and a
player. Unger finished his career with parts of three seasons in his hometown of Edmonton. Unger retired from
the NHL in He played in games, scored goals, assists and total points. He would briefly come out of
retirement and play in Great Britain later in the s. His playboy lifestyle well behind him, he became quite
religious while spending much of his post-playing days riding buses and coaching the low minor leagues.
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Chapter 4 : Who is Stan Fischler?
Buy Gary Unger & the Battling Blue by Stan Fischler (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free
delivery on eligible orders.
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Item Details. An autographed copy of Garry Unger and the Battling Blues, signed by Garry blog.quintoapp.com is a
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hardcover book with a paper back cover and a personalized message from Garry reading Good luck Jerry with his
signature underneath.

Chapter 6 : Greatest Hockey blog.quintoapp.com: Garry Unger
Gary Unger was Mr. Blue in the 70's I remember on more than one occasion, Gary won the faceoff in the offensive zone
and fired a shot past the goalie all in one motion, you never see that these days. He was awesome, and he is the reason
I have been a St. Louis.

Chapter 7 : Garry Unger Memorabilia, Autographed & Signed
Unger moved into the guest house of the Blue's owner's ranch some 40 miles from downtown St. Louis. Unger loved the
horses and the outdoors. Instead of partying in the city for a night on the town, he spent more of his free time dirt biking,
mountain climbing and water skiing.

Chapter 8 : Gary Unger from IN Police Arrest Report ID
Gary Unger & The Battling Blue by Stan Fischler 1 edition Garry Unger and the battling Blues Are you sure you want to
remove Stan Fischler from your list?

Chapter 9 : Autographed Garry Unger and the Battling Blues Book : EBTH
After Blue's teammate Bob Gassoff was killed in a motorcycle accident while leaving a party at Unger's ranch in , the
Golden Boy's life changed forever. "A month before Bob's death, a kid asked me at the arena if I knew where I would
spend eternity," he said.
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